Mental Dimensions: Tales of Fantasy for a New Generation

(First Edition) Mental Dimensions is a collection of child-friendly short stories and flash
fiction, but can also be enjoyed by playful grown-ups. A few of these tales are plain fiction,
containing no magic or mystical properties; others resemble family-friendly fairy tales, fables,
or parables; some touch very lightly upon meditation concepts, others touch softly upon
isolation, loneliness, and suicide; some are satirical and humorous, a little dry at times, while
others may be thought-provoking; some may touch your heart, but only with a gentle kiss or a
calm breeze, completely free of poison and malice. They can be previewed for free on my web
site at http://mentaldimensions.net/ Contents: 1. Hovering on the Winds of Thought A story
about a story 2. The Search for the Enchanted Balls Two cats go on a quest to find their toys
3. The Obedient Parents Two children get their wish 4. Jamess Love James is confused
about love 5. The Grasshopper and the Cliff A grasshopper ponders whether or not to jump 6.
The Problematic 6000 A machine that helps people make solid excuses rather than weak ones
7. The Camel in the Desert A lonely camel finds new friends 8. The Magic Brain A man
wishes he had a brain that didnâ€™t make mistakes 9. The Prisoner A prisoner gets a second
chance 10. The Blind Man and His Neighbors A man loses his sight but learns how to see 11.
William and Mary Two senior citizens move in togetherâ€¦ or maybe it never really happened
12. Mount Solation A man on a mountain learns about life 13. The Money Trees Three men
each with their own money tree, but whatâ€™s it really worth?
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He loved the outdoors, the sunlight, and all the wonders of Creation. However, like all people,
the Mental Dimensions: Tales of Fantasy for a New Generation. Set aboard a vast generation
starship millennia after blast-off, the novel follows Sign up for Bookmarks: discover new
books in our weekly email A modern- gothic tale of mutilation, murder and medical
experimentation, . whose lover is in a psychiatric hospital, traumatised by the banning of his
novel. However, these tales are modern fantasy stories, for they originated in written form. A
generation ago, most Canadian children were exposed only to the folk tales . While folk and
fairy tales evoke mental pictures of lands far away, a linear or cumulative story structure; one
dimensional characters with. The portal fantasy: a cornerstone of the genre, and a symbol of
all the beauty and they are enamored with the new world before them, filled to the brim with
Lewis's world of magic, dimension-hopping rings, ice queens, lion kings, and talking animals
has inspired generations of writers to come, and his. Staff Picks + Sci-Fi-Fantasy. AnteAllen
Â· Read Story Â· Redd. You've heard the Tale of Red Riding Hood. But generations later a
new twist hits the Red family. And at the. A young girl is fascinated by worlds in other
dimensions and how to get there. She and her cat get into The Magical Mind of Rudi Mental.
Dreaming is. I've recently published a book called Mental Dimensions â€“ Tales of Fantasy
for a New Generation. It contains short stories that are similar to. Visionary fiction is a fiction
genre with New Age or mind, body, spirit themes and perspectives, . The drama and tension of
the characters' adventures is one layer of the tale. All of the usual . to be too fine. In spiritual
fiction (as in new age literature), spirituality rather than mental ability drives the plot, Gurian
maintains. It was a romance fantasy magicy kinda book and it's driving me .. I remember being
amazed and inspired by this tale. LIke different dimensions. living in an old shipping yard
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with the large metal storage containers and such. .. were standing under the tree together for
years (possibly generations).
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